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Josh Smith didn’t get maximum money, didn’t come all that close. He’s signing with the Detroit Pistons for a reported $56
million over four seasons, which averages to $14 million per. (The maximum he could have made by signing with any team
other than the Hawks was $75 million over four years.) Last season he made $13.2 million as an Atlanta Hawk. That’s a
raise, but only just.

It’s clear the market for Smith, always seen as uncertain, turned soft. Why else would he take an $800,000 raise to sign with
a terrible team? He’ll join a front line that includes big men Andre Drummond and Greg Monroe, which would suggest that
Smith will be deployed as a small forward, which can mean only one thing – even more 3-point shots. Whoa, Nellie.

On a personal level, I’m sorry to see Josh leave. I like him a lot, and I like much of what he does as a player. I don’t like his 3-
point shots, but who – presumably with the exception of Josh himself – ever has?

It’s also clear that the Hawks didn’t make much of an effort to keep him, which was surely for the best. He needed a new
start after nine seasons here, and so did they.

It’s uncertain whether the Hawks can work a sign-and-trade with Detroit to salvage something in return. It’s also unclear if a
29-win team would have much the Hawks want beyond Drummond or Monroe or draftee Kentavious Caldwell-Pope, who are
doubtless untouchable.

Smith signing with Detroit also means there will be no reunion with his Atlanta Celtic teammate Dwight Howard in Houston,
no sign-and-trade that brings center Omer Asik to the Hawks. General manager Danny Ferry can’t be done shopping, given
that the only point guard on the roster is draftee Dennis Schroeder. At the moment, these are your viable Hawks: Al Horford,
still at center; signee Paul Millsap at power forward; the re-signed Kyle Korver and signee DeMarre Carroll at the wing; Lou
Williams and John Jenkins at shooting guard and TBA (restricted free agent Jeff Teague, we can assume) at the point.

I say again: That’s a pretty good team. That’s a 40-win (but not a 50-win) team. The most onerous contract Ferry has taken
on is Korver’s -- $24 million over four seasons. At $19 million over two seasons, Millsap is an utter bargain. The Hawks
should have plenty of cap space next summer, and that’s never a bad thing to have.

If the Hawks’ dealings to date leave us slightly unsatisfied, it’s because a summer that might have brought massive change
has yielded, at least so far, only tweaks. Barring a major move, the 2013-14 Hawks won’t be much different, wins-and-
losses-wise, than their immediate predecessor. They won’t grab a championship. They’ll not slide into the lottery.

Here we note the Boston Celtics, who traded Kevin Garnett and Paul Pierce to the Nets and who might well trade Rajon
Rondo, were thought to be in the market for Smith, but they didn’t sign him. As it stands, the Celtics could lose 55 games
next season. But that would put them in the lottery, which is the best place to be for rebuilding organization.

One down year for the chance to grab Andrew Wiggins or Julius Randle or Jabari Parker wouldn’t be such a high price to
pay. The NBA’s most storied franchise seems willing to take that risk. The Atlanta Hawks apparently are not.

Further reading: With Dwight Howard gone, the Hawks turn to ... Millsap?

Today's myajc.com column: With Dwight gone, should the Hawks have tanked?

Thursday's myajc.com column: Would a Josh Smith sign-and-trade jump-start the Hawks?
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A first; my first "first?" 

I'm not sure Ferry's methods will do much in years 2-5, frankly. But what Billy Knight did to this franchise might well take a
decade or more to overcome.

Posted by DawgNight at 5:07 p.m. Jul. 6, 2013
Report Abuse

I said from the beginning that he would sign with ANOTHER team for SAME amount........

...he wouldn't take that amount from ATL, because his feelings are hurt that we didn't give him MAX!

Posted by Birdhair at 5:11 p.m. Jul. 6, 2013
Report Abuse

Billy Knight is to Hawks as Clown is to Braves

Posted by Rick_James at 5:14 p.m. Jul. 6, 2013
Report Abuse

To Ferry"s credit he understood that Josh was not a max player..I wish Josh's dad or agent had told Josh the same thing.

Posted by Remarkable3 at 5:18 p.m. Jul. 6, 2013
Report Abuse

I will miss Josh, but I'm sort of glad he went to Detroit. At Houston, he could have made us pay for letting him go. In Detroit,
he will sink into obscurity. Sad!

Posted by Phillipdj at 5:24 p.m. Jul. 6, 2013
Report Abuse

This is the final move to end the joe josh Marvin woody drew era. Fresh palate and time to start over. A Teague, Lou, Korver,
Jenkins backcourt is a solid base. Milsap is a stop gap measure to pair with Al. We now have zero big atheletic wing players,
where Woodson used to live. 
We don't have to have a true Center. Heat don't. Spurs Don't. (Duncan is a PF and don't even mention Splitter). Celtics didn't
(Garnett PF). Dallas didn't (Dirk). 
Add a big wing superstar and this is a playoff team. Get 2 serviceable Centers who can clog the middle when needed, block
some shots and stay outta the way. 

Ferry has a long term plan and I'm giving him the benefit of the doubt
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Posted by seminoleking at 5:31 p.m. Jul. 6, 2013
Report Abuse

AGAIN..........if further proof the "fix" is the hawks aint trying to win. been that way for 40 something years. look, how is it that the
hawks had the most cap space, two first round and two seconds, and they parlayed that into another 40 win team, and the
celtics, who didnt, are in a better chance to win a championship than the hawks because they gonna be in the lottery next
year. how is that? i been saying its "fixed". but ok, lets say its not. WHAT is ferry doing? who is gonna be the big free agent
next year? who is gonna be the big draft pick? nobody on both counts. cant get into the lottery and no free agent is coming
here. oh, people say " he is doing it the spurs way". baloney, the spurs GOT TIM DUNCAN. would they have one those chips
with a less talented guy because he had CHARACTER?????????? ill wait....................it is what it is folks. ferry and the spirit
people pulled the wools over your eyes........

Posted by jcbush03 at 5:37 p.m. Jul. 6, 2013
Report Abuse

I recall the awful futility of a decade when the Hawks had no chance of getting to the playoffs, and I have no desire to
duplicate that extensive losing anytime soon. During that time, we kept thinking we'd draft a star, but other than Horford and
Smith, most of those drafts brought in solid players but not stars. Ferry should field a competitive team that plays hard and
that the community can cheer for. He's doing that right now. Maybe it'll turn out better than you predict. We sure know the
other option that you seek can be dreadful.

Posted by MarkBradley at 5:40 p.m. Jul. 6, 2013
Report Abuse

Kudos, RonRoberts

Posted by PeterNapa at 5:47 p.m. Jul. 6, 2013
Report Abuse

If we thought that we didn't have stars before..... Who is it that you want to go and see play FOR Atlanta? Hawks might make
more money with a charter airline that brings fans of other teams into Atlanta, guaranteed to get premium seats. Tyson
(infamously) said that "Everybody got [sic] a plan until they get hit in the mouth" 

Hawks just got hit in the mouth.

Posted by ATLfaninVA at 5:50 p.m. Jul. 6, 2013
Report Abuse

Come on Mark, really?? This is a professional franchise. In the end, it comes down to making money. Are you honestly
telling me if you ran this franchise that you would rather tank an entire season (losing a ton of money), just on the "hopes" of
acquiring one of the top 3 draft picks? If you say yes, then you should be part of the ASG. Danny Ferry is going to ensure this
team is competitive while maintaining financial flexibility next year. I think he's doing a great job. I would love watching a team
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that gives everything they have, for a coach who will give everything he has. To me, the future is brighter than it has been in
years. It's your loss if you don't see it and/or agree with it

Posted by BIGDAWG31650 at 5:50 p.m. Jul. 6, 2013
Report Abuse

OK so you tank the season and have a terrible record and end up in the lottery. You go into the drawing and the ping pong
balls don't fall your way, what then? Will that be Ferry's fault too? You people actually amuse me with your opinions. The
proven way to build a winner is over time with a little luck mixed in, no imjury to David Robinson and there is no Tim Duncan
to the Spurs. No goofy management with the hornets and no Kobe in LA. Orlando had Shaq and Penny but didn't win a
championship then had Dwight and still couldn't come close to a championship. It takes building the franchise to make it
attractive to the superstar players before you can attract the free agents to put a team over the top. The thing is that you have
to be able to get close before those players are willing to come to Atlanta and that is where Ferry is trying to take this
franchise if fans will be patient and let the man do his job. Everyone keeps saying two picks in the first and two in the
second, well the picks were 17 and 18 in the first not 1 and 2 so you couldn't expect a franchise player there and the second
round has turned into a crapshoot with most teams drafting foreign players to develop over time so again there wasn't hope
of getting a lot there going in either. People you need to look at the culture of this franchise when it was handed over to Ferry
and see what he has did so far to change if nothing else the work ethic of the players and the locker room atmosphere. Give
him time and Atlanta will have a better team on the court but it takes time just look at the Falcons with where they were when
Blank bought them and where they are now.

Posted by ATLfaninVA at 5:56 p.m. Jul. 6, 2013
Report Abuse

Well Said "BIGDAWG"...this coming from a Yellow Jacket. Always been the problem in Atlanta...too many uneducated and
fair-weathered fans. I think Ferry is doing it the right way.

Posted by UGA76

This comment has been removed for violation of the visitor agreement.

Posted by BravesFan79 at 6:18 p.m. Jul. 6, 2013
Report Abuse

Bad choices by both the Hawks and J Smith! No doubt the Hawks should of tanked this season! My all taking team would of
included signing overrated OJ Mayo, and a always hurt Bynum. Now we get hi-effort players in Millsap and Carroll who are
sure to get us at least a 8 seed. 

Dumb move by J Smith. By not choosing the Rockets he proves hes not a winner, and cares nothing about winning a title. So
good riddance!

Posted by Buschleaguer at 6:29 p.m. Jul. 6, 2013
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Instead of a first round exit in the playoffs,the Hawks will be headed for the lottery in 2014. It just might be a good thing.

Posted by MisterBoo at 6:36 p.m. Jul. 6, 2013
Report Abuse

This team still might wind up in the lottery. 

But maybe not a top 5 pick unless they get real lucky. 

They had to fill out the roster with NBA talent and they got a good deal going with the Milsap signing. Carroll not a bad sing
too. 

If Teague leaves, they can look for some warm body to fill as PG -- I don't know about Schroeder. Not for this yr. 

Tanking for a top 5 pick is not really a plan its hope upon a prayer.

Posted by Tater3395 at 6:43 p.m. Jul. 6, 2013
Report Abuse

Kind of sad, kind of glad.

Posted by JTLATL at 6:49 p.m. Jul. 6, 2013
Report Abuse

Some of these posts are not based in fact or reality. Dallas didn't have a true center when they won the finals? Tyson
Chandler anyone? Also, Josh Smith isn't a top 20 small forward OR top 10 power forward? Some of you folks need to watch
more games and get your recent NBA history together. 

Danny Ferry is doing a pretty good job, IMO, with free agency thus far. Gave due diligence to big baby Howard and when that
(predictably) did not pan out he found a more efficient and disciplined player in Millsap in comparison to Smoove and a good
defender, character guy and contributor in Carroll to help the bench. Superstar players don't fall off trees and once the
Clippers got Doc CP3 was all but wrapped up. Ferry has vastly improved the roster and cap flexibility of the team, mostly
through subtraction, and his additions thus far are hard-working players. 

Posted by Boeingdawg at 7:28 p.m. Jul. 6, 2013
Report Abuse

Correct me if I'm wrong, but....weren't Al, Marvin, Sheldon, and Josh (actually both Josh's, Smith and Childress) all lottery
picks ? Wow about AC Law? It makes me ill to think of how Ferry might've constructed this team given Billy Knights' draft
positions.
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